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Fix List for MONITOR version 7.4.7 

 

General 

 JWEN-936L9Z - A message about problems regarding linking certain Word files could be displayed. The 
alternate Stellent filter could however manage the viewing. This error could occur in systems with the 
supplement Document viewing. 

 JLIN-93QC4V - Last order number was not loaded in the following procedures: Print Purchase Order, 
Print Modified Purchase Orders and Print Customer Order. 

 BSAN-949CFD - If you inserted or added a text- or serial number row when registering any order type and 
accidentally opened a search window (by using Ctrl+B), MONITOR shut down with a program error when 
you closed the search window. 

 SHYS-94GB8L - If you are using the set of forms for China it is now possible to select between a large and 
a small signature. 

 BSAN-94GDP7 - If you had changed any information in an updateable list and then pressed the button 
Reset Search Form, the changes wasn’t saved even if you had answered Yes when saving. 

 AFOG-94LNUZ - Linked files (displayed as blue and underlined text in the text editor) will as of this version 
be opened based on file associations in the operating system where MONITOR is run. 

 AFOG-94LNY9 - Problem could occur in MEDI2.dll under particular circumstances when using FTP-transfer. 
Now a more detailed logging will be made during use so that it will be easier to see the cause of the 
problem, if any. 

 KFTM-94UGAV - If you used drag and drop (MONITOR-to-MONITOR), the Setting "Suggest same voucher 
date as invoice date" did not work. 

 AFOG-959CHW - The adaptation Time Reporting Terminal (TRT) will also be installed on the server, but no 
short cut will be crated for the program. You have to create the short cut on the server if you would like to 
use the TRT on the server. 

Manufacturing 

 FPEN-929E34 - It wasn’t possible to list addresses with the same ID in the Order List – Subcontract and 
Comprehensive Document (Subcontract) procedures. 

 JLIN-92FELK - The manufacturing orders Planned TPT and Actual TPT were incorrectly calculated in the 
Post-Calculation Selection procedure with list type Diff selected. This calculation could be incorrect if 
Company calendars were created for the different Warehouses. This error could only occur in systems with 
the supplement Warehouse management. 

 MARN-93RBL7 - The Setting "Manufacturing order number entered as" set on "Customer order no. + pos. 
no." gave incorrect Manufacturing order number when you generated more than 9 M-orders from 
Manufacturing order suggestions. 

 JLIN-93YBZR - The Lead time chart in the Order Info procedure did not show the indicator (black line) 
regarding the partially reported quantity. This problem occurred if the planned time for the operation was 
set to zero. 

 MARN-947DZ2 - If you in the Adding / Replanning procedure replanned the quantity for an operation it 
was possible that MONITOR shut down with program failure. This could occur if you manually had added 
material in that specific operation via the Material Reporting procedure. 

 TBOL-95CCZK - In the Comprehensive Reporting procedure the reporting for the final operation could 
incorrectly be saved on another operation. This resulted in a transfer to stock but the operation remained 
unreported. 
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Purchase 

 LREM-8B3H6E - If you made a payment suggestion in the Payment Suggestions procedure, the Total per 
Currency became incorrect in the list because the system did not take any notice if the check box Pay was 
marked. 

 LREM-8LHFF3 - In the Register Supplier Invoice procedure there was a problem if you had a purchase 
order with a payment plan and you wanted to release the advance when registering the supplier invoice. If 
you then double-clicked in the list MONITOR would shut down. 

 LREM-8PKKQN - A visual error could occur in the Confirmation LB/FB procedure if you had unchecked 
rows and then pressed the Coding button. 

 AFOG-93RKHW - Information about Linked requirements weren’t printed on the forms language on the 
Transport label (purchase). This error could occur in the Arrival Reporting and Print Transport Labels. 

 BSAN-93TBTS - In the Part List – Purchase procedure it was possible to create multiple active supplier 
links for parts that had multiple supplier links registered. This problem could occur if you filtered the list by 
the supplier code that was not active.  

 JLIN-93ZKMW - If partial arrival reporting is made on a Purchase order that wasn’t printed, undelivered 
order rows on the order were not printed in the Delivery reminder procedure. 

 BSAN-947DGC - The supplier’s Part number was not displayed on the Purchase order form when you 
created Purchase orders from the Refill List – Purchase procedure. 

 JEDS-949GLL - The EDI button in the Register Purchase Order procedure lost the information entered in 
the fields Dock and Storage when saving. 

 BKNN-94AD5N - In the Register Supplier Invoice procedure it was possible to cause errors in the 
statistics if you entered an incorrect exchange rate in the registration window, then linked the purchase 
order and then changed to the correct exchange rate. 

 JLIN-94GLJA - In the Print Transport Labels procedure the date format for Label and Small label was 
incorrectly loaded from the supplier. 

 KFTM-94PHVH - If you wanted a printout on your confirmed payments in the Confirmation LB / FB 
procedure, the Printer dialog never showed up. 

 JEDS-94VD76 - The Print EDI Delivery Schedules procedures did not send revision in format 35 and 49 
on prognoses. 

 JLÖR-94VHFF - When you made arrival reportings, the Transfer to stock could take place without updating 
the Purchase order. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement Stock Location System. 

 LREM-952KQQ - If you in the Register Supplier Invoice procedure deleted a preliminary coded supplier 
invoice for which you had changed supplier code, no offset coding was created. 

 LREM-952LM8 - Only applies to Norwegian customers - If you had the Telepay (type Norge) adaptation and 
tried to confirm LBI via file then your system would shut down when you tried to code them. 

 MARN-953B74 - In the Register Purchase Order procedure the staggered prices did not function in 
certain cases when the supplier's part number was missing. 

 LREM-955HRR - If you run MONITOR in another language than Swedish an update error could occur if you 

used the button called "New order" in the Register Supplier Invoice procedure under the Order link 
tab. This happened if you had already registered a supplier invoice, created a "New order" against which 
you had linked the invoice. 

 LREM-959DCA - The report created in Crystal Reports for the Delivery schedule did not function as it should 
and it did not handle multiple part links on suppliers. 

Sales 

 SSTG-8QFH6V - In the Register Customer Order procedure a problem occurred in the system if you had 
set the Transport time to >=100 on the customer. 
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 JLIN-92ELJX - If you created a purchase order from a customer order, a new purchase order was then 
created for the added customer order row even if the new order row referred to purchase from the same 
supplier to which an order had already been created for existing order rows. 

 JELA-92FHYD - If you entered the reference code on the keyboard instead of using the drop down in the 
Register Customer Order procedure, the information about the reference was not printed as Additional 
text on the form or in the body text in an e-mail message. 

 MARN-92HGUE - During simultaneous release of Manufacturing order suggestions containing both 
Manufactured and Stocked parts, a Manufacturing project could automatically be created on the S parts. 
This error could occur if the Setting "Project number entered as" was set on "Customer order no" or 
"Customer's order no" and manufacturing orders were created from customer order. 

 LREM-92HJWV - If you in the Register Customer Order procedure changed a partially delivered order by 
checking the alternative Construction VAT this resulted in that the order rows lost all links to projects, if 
they had any. 

 FOHN-93TC4F - Round off in foreign currency could give an incorrect total on the FF1 row on the EDI 
invoice in the Print EDI Invoices procedure. 

 BKNN-93UDRP - Invoicing plans that belonged to a Quote or Purchase order incorrectly could be displayed 
in the Invoicing Plan List procedure. 

 MARN-94EKNR - Some of the list types and classifications in the Order List – Sales procedure didn’t have 
any thousands separator and two decimals were also missing. 

 SHYS-94FHFG - The Invoice List and Order List – Sales procedure displayed totals with round off to one 
decimal instead of two decimals in various list types. 

 MARN-94GGYW - It was not possible to delete the information in the field Seller in the list type Settings in 
the Customer List procedure. 

 FOHN-94LKMC - News: A new version of Unifaun makes it possible to use Automatic booking in the Print 
Shipping Documents procedure. 

 FOHN-94MBE7 - News: The EDI Order Import List procedure has got support for the order response 
format 171 (Generic). 

 FPEN-94MDCR - If you used the code (for instance AA for Anna Andersson) in the field Our reference, the 
Reference code was not saved to the data base. This error could occur in the Register Quote, Register 
Customer Order and Register Invoices Directly procedures. 

 FOHN-94NEK5 - EDI invoice with format 521 (Invoic Handel) was missing the value regarding number of 
invoice rows and in the field for the total quantity the quantity value was missing. 

 BSAN-94PAKB - In the Order List - Sales procedure there was a problem which meant that if you updated 
anything in the list, the rest of the order rows became updated with the same thing. Also in the Order List - 
Purchase there was a problem where the function to save updates made in the list did not work. 

 FOHN-94PBYK - The format 172 (Global Invoic Generic) is changes and have one field for round off on the 
FF1 row. 

 KJAN-94WDZS - The Refill List - VMI procedure could be disturbed by unrelated actions in the system 
during creation of manufacturing order. 

 JLIN-94WJ64 - The Pick list in the Delivery List procedure displayed the information on the customer’s 
language in some of the fields in the header. Now the information in the fields will be displayed on the 
language set in the Company Info procedure. 

 JEDS-952H78 - Global invoice in the Print EDI Invoices procedure could give incorrect round offs on the 
FF1 row. 

 JLIN-955HA2 - The Register Invoices Directly procedure could cause an incorrect stock balance if you 
had activated the Block against negative balance setting. If you then entered a quantity that generated a 
negative balance this resulted in that the balance for the part would increase if you later on changed to a 
smaller quantity that did not cause a negative balance. 

 SSÖG-95AGTY - Importing an Order from a single EDI link under the File menu did not work with EDI-data 
and Automatic MEDI settings in the EDI Links procedure. 
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 KFTM-95BC8V - In the Register Invoices Directly procedure it was possible to enter the currency code 
using lower-case letters and this could cause errors in list totals, etc. 

 AFOG-95BHEM - In the Dispatch Advice procedure it was not possible to dispatch advice with format 85 if 
you had customer names containing 35 characters or more. 

 SSÖG-95CJZ2 - In the Register Customer Order procedure it could take several minutes to save a 
customer order containing many (300) order rows. This has now been rectified. 

 FOHN-95DJQR - The routing file for DSV Road has been updated. This will affect the printouts of STE 
(transport label) for DSV in the Print Shipping Documents procedure. 

Inventory 

 BSAN-937GL5 - Selection on Supplier code did not work in the Purchase Order Suggestion procedure 
when you also classified on Part number. 

 JLIN-949LK7 - In the Update Part - Inventory procedure the pointer was placed under the Activities tab 
instead of in the part number field when you opened the procedure. This occurred if you via the Property 
Management function had created own properties for the Update Part - Inventory procedure. 

 JLIN-94DHZ5 - The rows were not sorted in correct date order in the Rescheduling Suggestion – In 
procedure if you used certain date formats. 

 BSAN-94PDAX - In the Register Stock Order procedure the fictitious parts were not possible to expand to 
show incorporated parts unless you first switched row before saving. This problem could only occur in 
systems using the supplement Warehouse Management. 

Workshop Info 

 JLIN-8YWK6C - In the Statistics procedure the setup time was not included in the calculation of Worked 
hours in the list type Recording type work only. 

 JLIN-94DH8H - If you had Suggest rest qty. set on an employee and the employee pressed the Location 
field during reporting in the Recording Terminal procedure, MONITOR would shut down with a program 

error. 

 JLIN-936C85 - If you registered Travel time on a day with a lunch recording in the Authorize / Adjust 
Recording procedure, the Travel time became doubled in the Travel times Salary type. 

 JLIN-952DCE - Cost factor exceptions registered on Work centers were not used in the Post Calculation 
procedure. 

Accounting 

 ÖBRN-93ZH5B - In the Project Summary procedure problems might occur during loading of subcontract 
cost. If you in the Register Basic Data (project) procedure had made the setting on the Costs tab that 
Subcontract should be loaded from Manufacturing, then coding from the accounting would appear anyway 
in the Project Summary under the heading Subc. - accounting. 

 ÖBRN-93ZK2G - If you converted the fixed assets register into MONITOR it was possible that a setting 
became incorrect. This could result in that fixed assets were not included in the Tax Depreciation 
procedure. 

 SHYS-948HMT - Problems could occur if you in the Rename Account procedure renamed an account to an 
account that already existed.  

 KFTM-94EEGR - MONITOR shut down with a program error if you in the Loading List – Project procedure 
made a search on a project that had activities with more reported time than was planned. 

 LREM-94FEH9 - If you were in the Annual Fiscal Year and reversed or copied a voucher in the Register 
Vouchers procedure, the reversed voucher could be saved in incorrect Annual Fiscal Year. 
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 LREM-94GD84 - If you imported a project via the Import Chart of Accounts function in the Create Chart of 
Accounts procedure, all information was not included in the import. 

 SHYS-94NKGG - It didn’t work to write reports to a PDF-file and send by e-mail from the Report 
Generator procedure by using the Agent. The Agent is a supplement to MONITOR. 

 LREM-95CDM2 - In version 7.4.6 of MONITOR you could experience problems executing a year switch. This 
has been rectified in version 7.4.7. 

General Settings 

 FOHN-92YEHN - When installing new systems, the Setting "Change transport/printout date to today's date 
when printing?" will not be set by default. 

Electronic Invoice Management 

 KFTM-934AU6 - It could happen that a Supplier invoice that should be sent on an authorization round did 
not reach the right Signer. 

 BKNN-94WAXM - A script to update the database will adjust that already scanned invoices will be displayed 
by the old component, while new invoices will be displayed by the new component that can manage 
formats the old component couldn’t manage. This script will only affect systems with the supplement 
Electronic Invoice Management (EIM). 

 BKNN-94PDPB - The new PDF viewer has now been added in the function MONITOR EIM Filing as well. 

Product Configurator 

 CSIG-93LAXT - When you used both text and numerical variables and tried to "tab" to get to the next 
variable row the order became incorrect which meant that you did not end up where you expected to 
among the rows. 

 CSIG-94PJBS - The Total price row lost its position when you confirmed a configured order row again. This 
error could occur in the Register Customer Order and Register Quote procedures if the supplement 
Product Configurator was used. 

 CSIG-94UCXR - Exclusion of Selection groups of the type Optional in the Product Configurator caused a 
program error when you opened them again. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement 
Product Configurator. 

 CSIG-955BBS - The alternative "Insert serial no." in the configuration window is now governed by the 
setting called "Create serial number in Register Customer Order?". That is, if the setting is activated then 
the "Insert serial no" will be checked by default in the configuration window, and if the setting is not 
activated then the alternative "Insert serial no." will not be checked by default. 

 CSIG-95CDGT - When you deleted a part from a selection group in a configuration, then the related rules 
was not deleted at the same time. 


